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Reading in the digital age

Cohn, J. (2021) Skim, dive, surface: Teaching digital reading. 

Morgantown: West Virginia University Press.

https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/herts/detail.action?docID=6551350

“We cannot assume that print-based literacy 

always gives us the best tools with which to 

read; in many ways, what digital reading 

allows us to do is rethink, reconsider, and 

expand upon the reading practices that we 

may have taken for granted.”

https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/herts/detail.action?docID=6551350


5 Cs 
Framework 
to promote deep 
reading practices

1. Curation

2. Connection

3. Creativity

4. Contextualisation

5. Contemplation



Creativity

“Creativity refers to a 

reader’s ability to apply an 

idea from a reading and 

create something new as a 

result.” p.132



Introducing the activity to students: annotation activity

Frame the activity with discussion of what social annotation is, why it may be useful, their 

previous experience, and establish respectful etiquette.

Show an example – marginalia in a book, annotated pdf

Ask students to complete a certain number of notes within the shared annotation platform

Questions to guide and prompt their annotations may include:
• Which parts of the reading were the most interesting to you? Write an annotation based on the 

parts that stood out the most.

• Which section of the reading did you have a question about or not understand? Note the section 

either with a pointed question or simply a statement (e.g., “I’m not sure what this section means 

exactly.”)

• Which part of the reading surprised you? Where did you learn something new? Why did it 

surprise you?

• Which part of the reading connected with something you learned in class or earlier in the term?

• How did that section reinforce or advance what you had learned in class?

View all annotations to notice patterns, differences in understanding or interest etc.



Example of social annotation: Talis Elevate



Case study – Creativity
(Social Annotation 
activity)

What did I do?

• Embedded Talis Elevate for specific reading (and other module content including recorded lecture) on L6 criminology 

module (War Crimes)

• Access to an ‘on-boarding’ videos and created a practice activity for students to learn how to use the tool effectively

• Added a question or comment within reading for students to respond to

• Encouraged students to make their own notes within the tool

What was the impact?

Works well as synchronous or asynchronous activity to be fully inclusive and give all students opportunity to engage, 

provokes curiosity.

Students gain a sense of collaboration and creating a discussion, in curating and collecting ideas. 

Students can share their own life/work experiences in context of the reading – diverse voice.

https://support.talis.com/hc/en-us/articles/7523297427357-Getting-Started-with-Talis-Elevate


Contemplation

“Contemplation refers 

both to readers’ abilities 

to allocate attentional 

resources appropriately 

and to articulate a clear 

vision for why they are 

reading in the first 

place.”  p.134



Introducing the activity to students: 3-2-1

Revisit your reading for week/ unit...

Identify in your reading:

• 3 interesting moments – submit these quotes into a document/ discussion 

board and record why these were interesting to you

• 2 confusing moments – what was challenging in this part of the text? 

What confused you?

• 1 open question – imagine you can ask the author to expand on a 

relevant point. What would you ask? What do you want to know more 

about?

Share your question with the person next to you / on a Padlet / discussion board



Case study – Contemplation using 3-2-1 activity



Challenges

• Positive staff engagement during sessions, reflected in feedback forms:

• “This was a very useful session, particularly as I was able to discuss 

some of the strategies openly and in a convivial, safe space. I will be 

recommending this session to colleagues.”

• “It was brilliant and should really help people develop their approach to 

designing not just their reading lists, but also the overall curriculum.”

• Difficulty in obtaining real-world case studies

• Misalignment of terminology and selected readings



Key takeaway

We can strengthen student 
engagement with academic 
reading through purposeful 
learning strategies.
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